
 

Basic DJ Service with one full system:  

- n.2 RCF Evox 12 Speakers 1400W each 

- NI Traktor Kontrol S8 All in one 4 channel DJ controller  

- Macbook Pro 17” 

- American DJ Dotz Tpar multicolor Led system 

- DJ Booth  

- n.2 RF Microphones AKG 

This setup will cover one or more moments of the wedding, it’s up to the venue and the way you arrange the 

moments. 

 

Advanced DJ Service with all the above plus:  

- n. 2 RCF Art 710° Active speakers 700W each with stands 

- NI Traktor Kontrol S4 All in one 4 channel DJ controller 

- Macbook Pro 15” 

- DJ Stand 

- n.2 RF Microphones AKG/Sennheiser 

This is the perfect setup to cover two different moments of the wedding, usually the cocktail and the party. 

 

Full DJ Service with everything in Basic and Advanced, plus: 

- RCF L-Pad 8 Channel Mixer 

- Another set of Active Speakers at least 500w each 

- Another Macbook Pro 

With this setup you can cover all the wedding moments, you will have microphones and background music 

during the ceremony and the dinner, a good powered cocktail system and an extreme powerful system for 

the dance party. 

 

 



Extras: 

- Smoke machine 

- Cold Sparkle machine (no fire) 

- Foam machine 

- Confetti machine 

- Moving Heads (Club lights) 

- Strobo Lights 

- Laser lights 

- Mirrorball (rotating, with beam projector) 

- Uplights (Set of 6) 

- Projection screen (with or without projector) 

- Outside String Lights 

- Stage 

For anything not included in this list please inquire, we may find it for you. 

 

This is the typical DJ full coverage of the wedding: 

Ceremony:  

One or two wireless microphones ready for the celebrant and the couple. 

Two power amplified speakers, a mixer and a Macbook pro will cover all the needs for speeches and 

backgound music, included entrance and end of the ceremony. 

DJ will control volumes and music during all the ceremony. 

 

Aperitivo (Cocktaill): 

Live DJ will mix selected music with a DJ controller, a Macbook pro, 2 powerful speakers.  

 

Cena (Dinner) 

One or two microphones will be ready for the speeches. 

Two power amplified speakers, a mixer and a Macbook pro will cover all the needs for speeches and 

backgound music. A playlist will run during the dinner time. DJ will control volumes during speeches. 

 

Party (Dance) 

Live DJ mixing with the main setup, 2 powerful speakers (Subwoofer+array), DJ controller and Macbook 

Pro, Multicolor Lights. Music will play until the end with no stop. 

 

Every moment of the event will be carefully planned with the couple, I will help you to select the right 

music for special moments (entrance, end of ceremony, dinner start, cake cutting, first dance, anything). We 

will work together to build the perfect playlist for the dinner, and I will take suggestions on what to play 

(and what do not play) during the party. 

 


